Make the most of your
outdoor spaces
Vergola is the original, energy-eﬀicient, open
close roof system that adds versatility and
functionality to your home, creating a
comfortable space to enjoy all year round.

Opens and closes
Vergola roofs open and close – giving you
complete control over your outdoor areas. You
can let the sun in, or keep the sun or rain out. No
matter what the weather conditions are, you can
be comfortable enjoying your outdoor area all
year round. PLUS it has a rain sensor – to close
the louvres at the first sign of rain.

Ultimate comfort
No other roof system compares to a Vergola.
The adjustable louvres allow the right balance of
light, shade and ventilation. Vergola’s unique
aero-foil wing shape provides maximum
insulation – keeping you cooler in summer and
warmer in winter. It blocks wind and rain and can
be used as a privacy screen or for noise control.

Vergola’s unique louvre design functionality is what makes a Vergola so impressive.

Unique Wing Shape

Angled Louvres

Ventilation and Light

Protective Cover

Water Clearance

Guttering

The aero-foil wing
shape, combined
with the use of
Colorbond steel,
creates a cavity air
space which delivers
greater insulation
and strength than
any other traditional
roofing option.

For warming winter
sun the louvres are
angled to allow direct
sunlight to penetrate
creating a wonderfully
warm and protected
area.

During summer the
louvres are angled in
the opposite direction
to reflect the sunlight
providing a totally
shaded, well ventilated
and naturally lit
atmosphere.

In rainy conditions
the Vergola louvres
close and overlap
each other creating a
protective cover
allowing you to enjoy
your outdoor area
undisturbed.

The louvres are
installed with water
clearance in mind
and will direct water
to the Vergola gutter
which lines the
inside of the system’s
frame work.

The gutters will
disperse water to the
closest point of
clearance which is
generally a downpipe into your home’s
storm water system.

Design Options
Vergola’s open close roof system comes in a variety of design options, with each one custom-made to suit your individual property and requirements.
Whatever your architectural design requirements are, a Vergola can be designed to fit.
Flat

Skillion

Box Frame

A Frame

Frame is flat and the louvres have a
one degree fall to control water.

A sloping roof design.

Designed to suit houses made from
rendered brick.

Two similarly sized beams, arranged
in a 45-degree or greater angle,
attached at the top.

Curved Beam

Screens

Tapered

Insert

Customised to suit any
curved design.

Vergola louvres installed vertically
to provide a privacy screen.

Customised to suit angles, triangular
sections and other design features.

Vergola inserted into any
existing frame.

Colour
Options
Vergolas are available in
8 standard colours and
custom colours are also
available.
The use of standard
colours allows a quicker
turnaround time from
design to installation.

DUNE®

CLASSIC
CREAM®

WOODLAND
GREY®

WINDSPRAY®

SURFMIST®

SHALE GREY®

PAPERBARK®

MONUMENT®

Design Considerations
The design and direction of your house, along with the location of your
outdoor area and what you are wanting to achieve, need to be taken into
consideration when planning for your new Vergola. Our 3D drawing tool
will bring your Vergola to life, illustrating the placement of the sun’s rays at
diﬀerent times of the year so you can easily visualise the diﬀerence your
Vergola will make to your home and lifestyle.

Why Vergola?
Add Value to Your Home
A stylish Vergola can create an extra room outdoors – just perfect for outdoor entertaining – and a
major attraction for home buyers.
Real Estate Agents agree:
“A Vergola is an asset for any home owner. It adds style and value.” Stephen Doyle, Director, Doyle
Spillane Real Estate
“Vergola is without doubt a strong sales feature when selling a property,” Alicia Ross – Ryan, Director,
Ray White Real Estate
Original and Best
Vergola is the original and best open close roof system on the market.
Vergola has been at the forefront of the operable louvre roof industry since 1988.
Nothing compares to the original Vergola.
Superior Design and Quality
Vergola’s Design Consultants work with you to achieve the best design option for your home. They
will take into consideration the existing design elements of your home, the positioning of the sun
and any other building considerations.
Vergola’s quality control is second to none and Vergola’s frame and beam cappings oﬀer a
seamless attachment to dwellings.
Australian Owned and Manufactured
Created and designed in South Australia in 1984 by leading Engineer Mr Tony Rossiter the Vergola
System was awarded the Australian Design Award and Prince Phillip Design Award in 1984, and
again in 1987. All NSW Vergolas are made at our Terrey Hills factory located on the beautiful
Northern Beaches of Sydney.
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As Seen on
THE BLOCK
Vergola was chosen to supply its
innovative opening louvre roof
system to the houses featured in
The Nine Network’s television
program The Block Bondi.
The outdoor area of each house
was significantly enhanced by
the installation of a stylish and
functional Vergola Roof.
The choice of colour for the
louvres and steel posts was
Woodland Grey.
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